Spirit Week is an online celebration of the wonder and spirit of The Cathedral School—our first-ever! Thank you for your interest in joining this special effort by participating in the Spirit Week Coloring Contest.

In the following pages, you will find two blank outlines inspired by our Cathedral pennant and banner (please see photos). Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to design/execute a new pennant OR banner that captures the spirit of our Cathedral School community! These can be created with any medium, using any materials—be creative! This means you may print out these pages and color/design directly on the paper; draw and color your own; or cut/craft/create on any other material you would like to use. Note: please don’t feel obligated to recreate the pennant or banner exactly—the sky’s the limit!

The contest begins on Monday, May 11, and all submissions must be received by 6 PM on Saturday, May 16. The winning entry will be announced in the May 19 edition of the Peacock Post. The creator of the pennant/banner named “Most Spirited!” by a panel of community members including Ms. Nelson, Ms. Valentine, Mr. Delacey, Chef Whittle, and other stalwarts of spirit will receive... drum roll, please... a 1/2-size serving pan of Chef Whittle’s Baked Macaroni & Cheese! (Details and timeline TBD)

Please submit your entry by emailing all three of the following elements to spiritweek@cathedralnyc.org:

1. A clear photo or scan of your pennant/banner
2. A photo of you holding your pennant/banner—big smiles!
3. Student’s name/grade

These photos will be shared with our community in an album in the May 19 edition of the Peacock Post and may also be utilized in social media posts or other channels.

If you have any questions, please contact spiritweek@cathedralnyc.org.

Thank you for helping to celebrate the Cathedral spirit so creatively!
Cathedral Pennant:

Cathedral Banner: